
FINE ARTS SPECIALS 
RETURN TO LEARN GUIDANCE

The following guidance and recommendations were developed by a team of teachers and leaders 
within Jenks Public Schools. The goal is to continue providing a meaningful and equitable arts and PE 
education program, while also mitigating the risk of exposure and spread of COVID-19 through content 
activities and experiences. 

ELEMENTARY/INTERMEDIATE SPECIALS ROTATIONS

GENERAL GUIDANCE

• Structure – Specials rotations will continue to be pull out rotations. Staggered schedules and 
assigned ingress/egress should be identified in hallways and gymnasiums to limit the co-mingling 
of large groups of students during transitions. Sites may also offer continuous attendance in one 
concentration to reduce the overall number of groupings in any given week (ie – one week of PE, 
Music, and Art instead of a daily rotation). All communal furnishings and materials must be wiped 
and disinfected between groups of students. 

• Materials – Specials teachers may need additional resources to support instruction and classroom 
management during the current pandemic. Some examples may include: 

 a. Additional sanitization and cleaning supplies 
 b. Additional instructional materials to provide for individual use/kits 
 c. Additional curricular materials to accommodate the replacement of high exposure   
      activities (singing, contact games, etc) to more generalized learning (general music, health/   
    wellness, nutrition, etc). 
• Space – Additional space may be required for the storage of new materials and individual kits for 

students. Because differing groups are using the rooms throughout each day, it is recommended 
these spaces not be used for additional functions (meetings, overflow for lunch, after-school 
activities, etc.) 

• Safety – The use of masks will be required for staff and students in grades 3 and above. The use of 
masks will be highly encouraged for all other students. Hand washing should be incorporated as 
a preliminary and post activity to specials as students are traveling to high use classrooms serving 
differing groups throughout the day. 

MUSIC GUIDANCE

• The curriculum of Elementary/Intermediate music classrooms should transition from “Vocal Music” 
to “General Music”. No vocal instruction is recommended until further notice, and music teachers 
should focus on use of listening, responding, and creating through rhythm and non-breathed 
instruments until further notice. Humming with masks is acceptable when developmentally and 
instructionally appropriate. 

• Individual kits (rhythm sticks, headphones, etc) should be used when possible, but shared materials 
are acceptable if they are sanitized between use. 

• There should be no music concerts or communal presentations/performances until further notice. 
• Modified curriculum will need to be aligned with the new Oklahoma Academic Standards for Fine 

Arts and may require professional development or collaboration. 



ART GUIDANCE

• Each student should have an individual kit of high use materials (pencils, eraser, scissors, glue stick, 
markers, crayons, etc). 

• Shared supplies and consumable items may be used if they are disinfected prior to reuse and 
distributed safely (ie – not available in a community storage bin). If items cannot be disinfected, 
they will need to be quarantined for 72 hours before reuse. 

• There will be no communal exhibitions or art shows until further notice. Students may be required to 
take completed works home on a continuous basis instead of storing them for an annual portfolio. 

• Professional Development may be necessary for proper sanitation procedures. 

PE GUIDANCE

• When possible, PE teachers should consider the use of outdoor spaces, but when not feasible they 
should employ safe social distancing as space permits. 

• PE should continue to emphasize physical activity and games but should not incorporate contact 
games or activities that would generate high respiratory aspiration in close proximity with others. 

• PE curriculum may also prioritize concepts and content surrounding health, nutrition, and wellness 
to supplement or replace more normative activities with a higher risk of spreading airborne germs/
viruses. 


